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Abstract—We present a powerful and efficient approach to the problem of propagating a bug fix to all the locations in a code base to which it applies. Our approach represents bug and fix patterns as subgraphs of a system dependence graph, and it employs a fast, index-based subgraph matching algorithm to discover unfixed bug-pattern instances remaining in a code base. We have also developed a graphical tool to help programmers specify bug patterns and fix patterns easily. We evaluated our approach by applying it to bug fixes in four large open-source projects. The results indicate that the approach exhibits good recall and precision and excellent efficiency.



Bug 2722: “os.getcwd fails for long path names on linux.” getcwd()is used to get the current working directory. In this bug fix, instead of using a fixed-length buffer of size 1026 in getcwd(), progressively larger buffers are allocated until one is large enough to fit the current path name.



Bug fix in Modules/posixmodule.c, posix_getcwd() + + + + + + + + + + + + +
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I.



INTRODUCTION



Debugging is one of the most time-consuming activities that software developers engage in. In order to identify the cause of a bug, programmers may need to intensively inspect code, employ a debugger, communicate with fellow programmers, write test cases, apply possible fixes, and do regression tests. A NIST report [37] estimated that debugging costs industry billions of dollars each year. Given the cost of finding a fix to an existing bug, it is desirable that the fix be applied in all the places where the bug actually occurs. Nevertheless, programmers often fail to do so. In a previous study [35], we presented empirical evidence that when programmers fix a bug, they often fix it only in the code they are responsible for or are most familiar with, and hence they fail to propagate the fix to all the places where it is applicable. In the study, 59% of the Openssl [29] bug fixes examined and 43% of the Apache Http Server [2] bug fixes examined were not propagated completely. There are various reasons this occurs. Two very common scenarios are described below. Example 1: Bug fix to copy-pasted code segments. Programmers tend to copy and paste code segments in order to save time and effort [22]. When a bug occurs in one location where a copied code segment was pasted, it is likely to occur in other such locations. A programmer may fix one or more of the locations but fail to apply the fix to all them. The following example from the Python bug database [33] illustrates this scenario. In this example, a bug was fixed in posix_getcwd(); and another instance of the bug was found in posix_getcwdu(). These two functions are similar and contain copy-pasted code fragments.
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char buf[1026]; int bufsize_incr = 1026; int bufsize = 0; char *res; char *tmpbuf = NULL; do { bufsize = bufsize + bufsize_incr; tmpbuf = malloc(bufsize); if (tmpbuf == NULL) { break; } res = getcwd(buf, sizeof buf); res = getcwd(tmpbuf, bufsize); if (res == NULL) free(tmpbuf); } while ((res == NULL));



Overlooked bug instance in Modules/posixmodule.c, posix_getcwdu() char buf[1026]; … res = getcwd(buf, sizeof buf);



Example 2: Bug fix that changes an existing usage pattern or adds a new usage pattern. A large number of usage patterns exist for commonly used functions, macros, data structures etc. [1][5][23][38]. Although most of these patterns are undocumented, they are often followed by programmers when writing new code. When an existing usage pattern is changed or an entirely new usage pattern is introduced, it is often important that the new pattern be followed wherever it is applicable in the code base. The following example from Httpd [3] illustrates such a scenario: Bug 39518: “Change some ‘apr_palloc / memcpy’ construction into a single apr_pmemdup which is easier to read.” Bug fix in modules/http/mod_mime.c + +
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extension_info *new_info = apr_palloc(p,\ sizeof(extension_info)); memcpy(new_info, base_info,\ sizeof(extension_info)); extension_info *new_info = apr_pmemdup(p,\ base_info, sizeof(extension_info));



Figure 1. Framework of our approach



dependence graph. The fixed version of project is transformed into its system dependence graph (SDG), which is then augmented with additional transitive edges and additional node and edge labels (we call this augmented SDG augSDG). The bug pattern, and sometimes also the fix pattern, is used as a query graph, and we search for all instances of the bug pattern in the augSDG of the fixed version, in order to find remaining instances of the bug. Finally, the bug instances are reported to programmers, who can use the fix pattern as a reference to confirm and fix potential bugs. The framework for our approach is shown in Fig. 1. The characterization of bugs and fixes in terms of program dependences has significant advantages. Dependence graphs represent the essential ordering constraints between program statements, and they permit instances of programming rules to be recognized in different contexts and despite semantics-preserving reorderings of their elements and despite interleaving with unrelated elements. Although subgraph matching (isomorphism) is a computationally difficult problem, very recent developments in data mining technology, namely fast, index-based subgraph matching algorithms, make it computationally feasible for our application. To identify bug pattern instances, we use a fast subgraph matching algorithm called GADDI that we developed recently [42]. GADDI is very efficient and scalable, and it finds all instances of a query subgraph. Our PatternBuild tool is designed to make it easy for programmers to specify both bug and fix patterns. Programmers work directly with the source code instead of with the SDG. PatternBuild’s back end handles the work of maintaining graph data structures and doing graph-related calculations. The amount of manual work required when using PatternBuild is small, as illustrated in Section III. (Our previous approach often requires programmers to manually edit the automatically extracted patterns.) Finally, PatternBuild makes it unnecessary to use restrictive fix templates as in our previous approach. The main contributions of our work are: • We present a powerful and general approach to propagating bug fixes, including interprocedural ones. • We apply the state-of-the-art, fast sugraph-matching algorithm GADDI to find instances of bugs.



Overlooked bug instance in modules/http/mod_mime.c exinfo=(extension_info*)apr_palloc(p,\ sizeof(*exinfo)); memcpy(exinfo, copyinfo, sizeof(*exinfo));



The bug fix changes the previous usage pattern involving the apr_palloc/memcpy construct to a new usage pattern involving apr_pmemdup. We have discovered several bugs that involve failure to update an old usage pattern.1 In previous work [35], we presented a preliminary approach to providing semi-automated support for propagating fixes completely [35]. That approach relies on templates that are defined in terms of program dependences and that match fixes of three particular kinds of bugs: a missing precondition check for a function call; a missing postcondition check for a function call; and an omitted function call of a call-pair usage pattern. With that approach, a fix pattern is extracted from a bug fix instance, and a heuristic graph-matching algorithm is used to find violations of the fix pattern, which may correspond to previously undiscovered bug instances. Our previous approach has three major limitations. (1) It has limited generality since it addresses only bug fixes that can be specified with one of the three rule templates. (2) The approach is also strictly intraprocedural, so it cannot find bugs that cross function boundaries, and it may generate false alarms when the “missing part” of a reported bug can actually be found in callers or callees. (3) The graphmatching algorithm used is relatively slow and it is heuristic, so it is not guaranteed to find all violations. In this work, we extend our previous approach substantially to address all of the aforementioned issues: the new approach applies to more bug fixes, it is interprocedural, and it efficiently finds all instances of a bug pattern. This is done by converting the bug fix propagation problem into an exact subgraph matching problem, as follows. A bug fix involves a buggy version of a project and a version with at least one fix applied; we developed a tool called PatternBuild [31] to help programmers to specify a bug pattern from the buggy version and a fix pattern from the fixed version. Each pattern takes the form of generic 1



Example 2 is more of code refactoring than a bug fix. Our approach is applicable to not only coding errors but also bad programming practices that programmers want to change. So in the context of this work, “bug” indicates either a coding error or a bad programming practice.
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contain hundreds of thousands of vertices and millions of edges, we made the following modifications to GADDI so that it can handle larger SDGs: Instead of keeping shortest distances between all pairs of vertices, we create a vertex set for each vertex v which contains all vertices that are within 5 vertices away from v. This reduces the space complexity from O(n2) to O(n), where n is the total number of vertices, and thus allow us to handle larger graphs.



We developed a tool PatternBuild to help programmers specify bug fixes easily and intuitively. (A demo of the tool is available on our PatternBuild project website [31].) • We present empirical results indicating that our approach is effective and efficient. A sample of bug and fix patterns along with the bugs discovered can also be found on the PatternBuild site [31]. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents background on the system dependence graph and on GADDI; Section III describes the specifics of our approach; Section IV presents the results of empirically evaluating our approach; Section V surveys related work; and Section VI concludes and discussed possible future work. II.



III.



SPECIFICS OF OUR APPROACH



In order to use GADDI to identify all remaining instances of a bug that has been fixed in at least one code location, three steps are needed in order to transform the bug fix propagation problem into a subgraph matching problem: first, we need to transform the source code into its SDG and transform the SDG into augSDG; second, we need to extract from a bug fix both a bug pattern and a fix pattern, each represented by a generic dependence graph. After these two steps, the final step is to apply GADDI to find all latent bug instances and report them back to programmers. We explain the three steps below.



BACKGROUND



In this section, we give a brief introduction to system dependence graphs and to the subgraph matching algorithm GADDI. System dependence graph. A system dependence graph (SDG) [14][15] is a directed labeled graph formed from a collection of procedure dependence graphs (pDGs), one for each procedure or function in a program. Individual pDGs are linked together by interprocedural data and control dependence edges between callers and callees. SDGs and pDGs are based on program dependence graphs [9]. pDG nodes represent program elements such as statements, call sites, declarations, etc., and their edges represent control and data dependences between these elements. In our work, we use the CodeSurfer static analysis tool [13] to generate an SDG from a project’s source code. Henceforth, we use the terms “program element” and “SDG vertex” interchangeably. GADDI. Our approach requires an efficient, scalable, and complete graph matching algorithm. To achieve efficiency, we considered state-of-the-art index-based graph query algorithms including GraphGrep [12], TALE [39] and GADDI [42]. The index size of GraphGrep increases dramatically with the database graph size, and it fails to build the index structure when the graph has thousands of vertices. An SDG containing hundreds of thousands of vertices cannot be handled by GraphGrep. TALE is an approximate method which cannot find all occurrences of a pattern correctly. In comparison to these approaches, GADDI is both scalable and complete; hence we chose it for our approach. GADDI [42] is designed to solve the problem of finding all exact matches of a query graph from a single large base graph. GADDI uses a new indexing technique based on neighboring discriminating substructure distance (NDS). The number of indexing units is proportional to the number of neighboring vertices in the database, which allows the index to grow in a controlled way, and thus it is scalable to very large graphs. Previous experimental results showed that GADDI works efficiently and accurately, and that it scales to base graphs which contain thousands of vertices and hundreds of thousands of edges [42]. Since our SDG can



A. Base graph generation The base graph is the augSDG. To obtain the augSDG from the original SDG produced by CodeSurfer, two steps are needed: (1) assigning identical node labels to semantically equivalent vertices where feasible; (2) adding edges representing transitive dependences. These two steps are explained below. 1) Node and edge labeling There are four types of dependences in the original SDG, namely intraprocedural and interprocedural data dependences and control dependences. Since we want to perform subgraph matching across procedure boundaries, we do not discriminate between intraprocedural and interprocedural dependences. In the original SDG, nodes are labeled by the kind of program elements they represent, which is a rather coarse level of labeling. In order to improve the precision of subgraph matching, we relabeled different types of vertices as follows: Vertices of type call-site, actual-in, actual-out: Callsite vertices represent function calls, and actual-in and actual-out vertices represent actual input and output parameters of a function call. We label vertices by examining interprocedural data and control dependences, as described in [5]. If a call-site vertex represents a call to a function f, then the call-site is labeled by the entry point of the procedure dependence graph of f; actual-in vertices are labeled by the corresponding formal-in vertices of f; and an actual-out vertex is labeled by the corresponding formal-out vertex of f. In this way, the elements in each of the following sets of vertices receive the same label: call-site vertices representing a given function call; actual-in vertices corresponding to a particular formal input parameter; and actual-out vertices corresponding to a particular output parameter.
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Bug Pattern new_info = apr_palloc (p, \ sizeof(extension_info)); memcpy (new_info, \ base_info, sizeof(extension_info));



Fix Pattern new_info = apr_pmemdup(p,base_info, \ sizeof(extension_info));



Figure 2. Bug and fix patterns of Example 2



Vertices of type control-point and expression: A control-point vertex represents an if, for or while statement, and an expression vertex represents an expression or assignment. We label these two kinds of vertices by their abstract syntax tree (AST) as described in [5]. The advantage of this labeling scheme is that variable names are ignored, so that, for example, c = a + b will have the same label as z = x + y. However, the labeling scheme might give semantically equivalent vertices different labels, for example, if(x < 0) and if(x >= 0). In our previous work [5] we have observed that many reported false positive violations are due to this labeling scheme, especially the labeling of null checks. In order to reduce false positives, we use the simple heuristic of giving the following four kinds of null checks the same label: if(x == NULL), if(x !=



to the if statement, and the second one gives rise to a path containing two data dependence edges. Adding transitive dependence edges can also increase the precision of bug pattern matching when the bug pattern is a subgraph of the fix pattern. As will be explained in subsection C, in this case we first find all fix pattern instances and remove them from the code base. In the augSDG, paths are contracted into edges. This allows more fix instances (both inter and intra procedural) to be discovered and removed from the code base. Therefore, in the second step of subgraph matching, which matches the bug pattern in the pruned augSDG, bug instances that are part of a fix instance will not be discovered since they were removed in the first step. As will be discussed in the next subsection, the PatternInduce algorithm is used to automatically generate a pattern from the vertices specified by the programmer. The pattern should be a connected generic dependence graph. The vertices specified by programmers might be connected indirectly by a dependence path instead of an edge. Therefore, PatternInduce is invoked on the augSDG instead of the original SDG. f(x)



NULL), if(!x), if(x).



Vertices of type jump, switch-case, and label: These vertices are labeled by the code of the program elements they represent. For example, all switch-case vertices with code “case ALG_APMD5:” will have the same label. Vertices of type declaration: Declaration vertices are labeled by the type of the variable declared. Other: The remaining vertices are labeled by their vertex types from the SDG. 2) Add transitive dependence edges Both intraprocedural and interprocedural transitive dependence edges are added to the original SDG. We compute the transitive closures of the data dependence subgraph and the control dependence subgraph of each procedure dependence graph, where the former contains all and only the pDG’s data dependences and the latter contains all and only the pDG’s control dependences. For each pair of direct caller and callee functions in the system call graph, we add transitive interprocedural data dependences between the caller and the callee. One reason for adding these edges is to increase the recall of bug pattern matching. Adding them can increase the likelihood of finding bug instances, since an edge in the query graph may be equivalent to a path in a pattern instance. For example, “if (!f())” is equivalent to “ret = f(); if(!ret)”. The first of these two code fragments gives rise to a single data dependence edge from the return value of



B. Generating a query graph from a bug fix: the PatternBuild tool The PatternBuild tool [31] is designed to be very easy for developers to use. It provides a GUI front end with which they can specify bug patterns and fix patterns with just a few mouse clicks. The back end handles all graph-related calculations and data structures. It consists of three components. CodeHighlight is used to highlight differences between the buggy version and the fixed version, as well as the code that is affected by the changes. PatternEditGUI provides a GUI for programmers to add program elements to the bug pattern and fix pattern. PatternInduce takes the program elements that are specified by PatternEditGUI as input and automatically builds an induced subgraph from them. A demo of the tool is shown in [31]. A motivating example. Before getting into the details of these components, we present a scenario in Example 2 that illustrates how programmers can apply PatternBuild to specify a pattern. The bug and fix patterns along with their
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C. Applying the GADDI Algorithm After we have the bug pattern and the augSDG of the fixed version VERf, we use GADDI to identify any unfixed instances of the bug pattern in VERf. There is one subtlety involved. Consider the common case where the bug pattern is a subgraph of the fix pattern. In this case, a discovered match of the bug pattern might be part of an instance of the fix pattern, so reporting a bug instance would be a false alarm. This would decrease the precision of our approach. In order to handle this problem, we first check whether the bug pattern is a subgraph of the fix pattern. If so, two passes of queries are done. In the first pass, we search for all instances of the fix pattern, and remove all the occurrences from the augSDG of the fixed version; in the second pass, we search for all instances of the bug pattern in the rest of the augSDG. By doing this, we make sure that the reported bug instances are not part of any fix instance. Since GADDI is a very fast algorithm, running it one more time does not significantly increase computation time.



dependence graph structures are shown in Fig. 2. First, PatternBuild is used to display the exact code changes from the buggy version and the fixed version. Second, after viewing these changes, the programmer will start adding program elements to the pattern. For example, if he wants to add the following line: new_info = apr_palloc(p, sizeof(extension_info)) into the pattern, he can right click on this line, and then a dialog will pop up. He may add all program elements by simply selecting them. When an element is selected, the corresponding code is highlighted automatically. Lastly, after the programmer specifies all the nodes that he wants to add to the pattern, he can save the pattern, and the background algorithm will automatically induce a graph. The entire process typically takes one to three minutes. We will explain each component individually as follows: CodeHighlight. We used the diff [8] tool together with a graph edit distance algorithm to extract modifications. We first use diff to extract statement level changes. For each change hunk in diff, vertices that appear on the “-” lines are collected as vertexSetb and vertices that appear on the “+” lines are collected as vertexSetf. The two vertex sets along with their SDGs are input to a graph edit distance algorithm Adjacency_Munkre [34]. CodeHighlight highlights both modified program elements and affected program elements, which are elements that are connected with changed program elements in the SDG. Combining diff and Adjacency_Munkre enables us to characterize changes at a finer level of granularity. For example, if the statement “if(a==b)” is changed to “if((a==b)||(c==d))”, diff will flag this modification as a “change” (delete and add), whereas the graph edit distance algorithm will flag this as an “addition of a control point”. Moreover, the graph edit distance algorithm also helps to ensure that changes have semantic significance. For example, unlike diff, it does not consider splitting a line of code into two lines to be a change. PatternEditGUI. This component provides a GUI for developers to specify the program elements they want to add to their bug or fix pattern. By right clicking on a line in the code, a drop-down list will show all the program elements on that line. A developer can then click on check boxes to select program elements to add to or delete from the bug or fix pattern. The back end maintains the sets of program elements (vertices) belonging to the bug and fix patterns, PEb and PEf respectively. They are passed to PatternInduce to generate bug and fix patterns. PatternInduce. Given a subset VS of the vertices of a graph G, the subgraph G′ of G that is induced by VS has VS as its vertex set and contains exactly the edges e of G whose endpoints are both in VS. The algorithm PatternInduce takes the vertex sets PEb and PEf as inputs and extracts vertex induced subgraphs from their augSDG as bug and fix patterns, respectively.



IV.



EMPIRICAL EVALUATION



The goals of our empirical evaluation were to: • Determine how many bug fixes our approach is applicable to. • Determine how often bug fixes are incompletely propagated. • Evaluate the precision and recall of our approach. • Evaluate the efficiency of GADDI when applied to the bug propagation problem. • Compare the approach with a baseline approach based on text search. • Compare the new approach to our previous one. A. Study design We applied our approach to four open source projects, Apache Httpd [2], Net-snmp [27], Openssl [29] and Python [32]. All of them are large and mature. For each project, we first collected bug fixes, denoted by BF, from between the release of an older version VO and a newer version VN. After that, the first and second authors acted as developers to build bug and fix patterns from each bug fix. Finally, GADDI was applied to search for potential bugs in VN. We submitted some of the discovered bugs to project developers. The project versions used and their sizes are shown in Table I. All computations were run on a Dell PowerEdge 2950, with two 3.0 GHZ dual-core CPUs and 16 GB of main memory. The following subsections describe how we extracted bug fixes and how we evaluated precision and recall. 1) Extraction of bug fixes We extracted bug fixes using the SZZ algorithm [25][43]. We first downloaded SVN [36] or CVS [7] logs from between VO and VN; then we used the SZZ algorithm to analyze the logs and discover bug fixes from them. For most of the bug fixes discovered, a bug number is indicated in the log. We built the bug and fix patterns according to the log message and information in the bug database if a bug number was associated with the fix.
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TABLE I.



TABLE II.



PROJECT VERSIONS AND SIZES 1



LOC Project VO VN 2.2.6 2.2.11 106366 Httpd 2.5.2 2.6.2 121142 Python 0.9.8c 0.9.8g 221930 Openssl 5.3.2 5.3.3 199507 Snmp 1, 2 LOC and Vertices are averaged over VO and VN



Vertices 159955 230958 356255 340375



total
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(2)(3)



The first proportion is a lower bound for estimated precision since HitBI* contains the real bug instances. Evaluation over BF. The purpose is to examine a wider range of bug fixes, including fixes that occur in one place. For this experiment we report the following proportion: Ψܲ ܫܤൌ
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1) Distribution of bug fixes We analyzed the distribution of bug fixes in order to answer the following two questions: (1) Out of all the bug fixes collected, how many fixes does our tool apply to? That is, how many bug fixes can we build bug and fix patterns from? (2) How often do developers fail to propagate bug fixes? The results of this analysis are summarized in Table II. Regarding question (1), it can be seen that our approach is applicable to most of the bug fixes. When PatternBuild occasionally cannot build a pattern from a bug fix, it is usually due to insufficient context or a change to a literal constant. There is insufficient context when the bug fix added some code that has few or no data or control dependences with the surrounding code. In such cases, it is hard for programmers to build the bug pattern, since it is not obvious which program elements are related to the bug fix. For example, one fix in the Python project adds the call “fprint(fp, …)” to output information to a file “fp”, and the only affected node is the declaration vertex of the variable “fp”. In such cases, there is not enough evidence to build bug patterns or fix patterns. Changing the value of a literal constant is not reflected in the SDG. For example, a bug that changes “i=0;” to “i=1;” is not reflected in the SDG since these two expressions have the same AST and thus have the same label. Regarding question (2), it can be seen that a significant number of bug fixes were incompletely propagated in each of the four projects evaluated, leaving bugs (or code exhibiting bad programming practices) in the code base. As a result, a tool like ours is needed to eliminate latent bug instances when a bug fix is being applied. 2) Recall and precision Recall. The second column of Table III shows the results of evaluating the recall of our approach using the method described earlier in this section. The mean recall over the four projects was 88%, which is excellent in this context. False negatives were mainly caused by labeling semantically equivalent vertices with different labels.



Precision. Precision is defined as the ratio of the number of potential bug instances (PBI) to the number of all bug instances reported by our tool (RBI). Our preferred way to evaluate precision is to submit all reported bug instances to open source project developers and await their feedback. However, the developers do not always reply and it was not practical to submit every bug instance we discovered to them anyway. Consequently, we examined each reported bug manually to determine whether it belonged to PBI or not. We evaluate precision over two datasets, BF* and BF (the set of all the bug fixes collected from VO and VN): Evaluation over BF*. The goal is to evaluate precision and recall using the same dataset and the same procedure in order to explore the tradeoff between precision and recall. Assume that using the procedure described in the Recall section, our tool reported a set of bug instances RBI*, and we identified PBI* as the set of potential bug instances. We report the following two proportions: ȁு௧ூ  כȁ



BFs not applicable to total



B. Results
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We also did detailed analyses of reasons for false positive bug instances, denoted by FPBI. Finally, we picked the most likely bug instances, denoted LBI, and submitted them to the relevant projects’ programmers.



(1)
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total



40 6/34 6 3/3/0 (0.87) (0.15/0.85) (0.13) (0.50/0.5/0) 48 8/40 20 12/4/4 68 Python (0.71) (0.17/0.83) (0.29) (0.6/0.2/0.2) 21 6/15 8 4/3/1 29 Openssl (0.72) (0.29/0.71) (0.28) (0.5/0.38/0.12) 13 3/10 2 1/1/0 15 Snmp (0.87) (0.23/0.77) (0.13) (0.5/0.5/0) 1, 2 ip (incompletely propagated bug fixes), cp (completely propagated bug fixes), ic (insufficient context), vc (value change), ot (other) Httpd



2) Measurement of recall and precision Recall. Recall is defined as the proportion of actual bug instances discovered among all latent bug instances in VN. However, it is impossible to know the true number of latent bug instances in VN. Hence we developed another method to estimate recall. We select a subset of all the bug fixes we collected, denoted by BF*, for which each fix is applied to the same bug in multiple places. An example of such a fix is adding a postcondition check at several calls to a certain function. For each bf* in BF*, we first build bug and fix patterns from an arbitrary instance bfi of bf*. Then we go back to the buggy version VO and see how many bug instances other than bfi can be found using the bug and fix patterns built from bfi. We denote the set of “hit” (found) bug instances by HitBI*, and we denote by BI* the set of bug instances in BF* minus the ones from which we built the patterns. Recall is defined as follows: ܴ݈݈݁ܿܽ ൌ



BUG FIXES



BFs applicable to
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(4)
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TABLE III.



RECALL AND PRECISION ON BF*



Recall (|HitBI*|/|BI*|)



Httpd Python Openssl Snmp



87.5% (14/16) 88% (37/42) 75% (12/16) 100% (4/4)



TABLE IV.



Precision %Hit* %PBI* (|HitBI*|/|RBI*|) (|PBI*|/|RBI*|)



15% (14/94) 27% (37/137) 3.8% (12/320) 16% (4/25)



PRECISION ON BF



PBI FPBI %PBI total LBI total cr-1/cr-2/ot1 88 44 44 13/30/1 Httpd 18 50% 136 73 63 43/20/0 Python 11 52% 493 336 157 61/90/6 Openssl 199 68% 23 11 0 0/12/0 Snmp 2 48% 1 cr-1 (violation to Criterion 1), cr-2 (violation to Criterion 2), ot(other) RBI



58.5% (55/94) 43% (59/137) 57% (183/320) 52% (13/25)



Precision. The results of evaluation precision on BF* are shown in Table III, and those for BF are displayed in Table IV. The means of %Hit*, %PBI* and %PBI are 15.4%, 52.6% and 54.5%, respectively. %Hit* is a lower bound on precision, and %PBI* and %PBI are alternative, context-dependent estimates of precision. We determined PBI* and PBI manually, with the help of bug databases, documentation, revision logs and mailing lists. In order to perform a fair experiment, we flagged a bug instance as a potential bug instance only if the following two criteria held: • Criterion 1: The bug instance apparently exhibits the same semantics as the bug pattern; • Criterion 2: Given that Criterion 1 holds, the bug instance also involves the same kind of semantic problem as the bug from which the bug pattern was extracted (a counterexample will be shown later in this section). Potential bug instances that have context very similar to the buggy code used to build the bug pattern are flagged as likely bug instances (Table IV). For these instances, we have stronger evidence indicating they are real bugs. But it is also worthwhile for programmers to examine the rest of the potential bug instances since they are similar to known buggy code and may cause problems in the future. We submitted to developers likely bug instances that were not fixed in the latest project version. For Httpd and Python, we added comments and patches to the corresponding bug entry in the bug database instead of creating new bugs; for Openssl and Snmp, we sent the newly discovered bug to the developer mailing list. In the Httpd project, 4 out of 18 potential bug instances are actually fixed in the most recent trunk; we submitted the remaining 14 instances to programmers. They reopened one closed bug (39518) out of four commented bugs, but did not respond about the other three (47753, 31440, 39722). Python programmers reopened two closed bugs (2620, 2722) and created a new bug (6873) for another commented bug (5705), for which a programmer applied a patch in a recent revision, leaving the last one as “theoretically true, but may not happen in practice” (3139); the Snmp programmers were not sure about the bug instances 2184039 and 1912647; the Openssl programmers have not responded yet. We now consider the sources of false positives based on PBI. False positive bug instances either violate Criterion 1 or Criterion 2. Violations of Criterion 1 are mainly caused by node labeling issues with the SDG. One labeling issue is that two nodes with the same semantics may be labeled differently. For example, the same predicate can be represented as an if statement, a switch-case branch, or a



statement with conditional operator “?:”. When the bug pattern is a subgraph of the fix pattern, this will cause some fix instances to be left erroneously in the augSDG. As a result, some reported bug instances are actually instances of these fix instances. Another case of erroneous labeling occurs when two nodes with the same label have different semantics. For example, this happens when a function uses variable-length argument lists, such as “func(TYPE1 arg1,TYPE2 arg2, …)”. In the definition of the function, the variable-length argument list is represented by one ellipsis “…”, so there is only one formal input parameter for the list in the pDG of the function. This formal input parameter is data dependent on all actual input parameters in a variable-length argument list in a call to func(). As a result, all actual input parameters that are part of the argument list in a call to func() are given the same label, although they are not semantically equivalent. Even if a reported bug instance satisfies Criterion 1, it may not be an actual bug, because it does not satisfy Criterion 2. For example, consider the original bug fix: keyToken = OPENSSL_malloc(…); if (!keyToken) { + ECerr(EC_F_EC_WNAF_MUL,ERR_R_MALLOC_FAILURE);



The function ECerr() was added to report an error when OPENSSL_malloc() failed. The bug pattern can be described as the error function ECerr() is not called when OPENSSL_malloc() fails. The following code has the same omission as the bug pattern, since ECerr() is not called when OPENSSL_malloc(…) returns NULL: hashBuffer = OPENSSL_malloc(…); if (!hashBuffer) { CCA4758err(CCA4758_F_IBM_4758_LOAD_PUBKEY, ERR_R_MALLOC_FAILURE); However, it does not cause a problem, since an alternative error function CCA4758err() is used to report the error. 3) Efficiency of GADDI When GADDI is used for subgraph matching, it first builds an index structure for the base graph; once the index is built, it can be reused for matching any subgraph against the same base graph. We evaluated the efficiency of GADDI by measuring the index build-time and the query time after the index was built. Table V summarizes the index build time and mean query time for the four projects. It can be seen that GADDI is efficient in practice; it takes only a few minutes to build the index and on average only a few seconds to query. 4) Comparison with text-based code search
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TABLE V.



Httpd Python Openssl Snmp



EFFICIENCY OF GADDI Index Build Time (sec) 40 79 242 555



Mean Query Time (sec) 3.0 6.7 9.4 19.5



5) Comparison with the previous study Our previous approach to bug-fix propagation was evaluated on two projects, Openssl [29] and Httpd [35]. We employed two more projects, Net-snmp [27] and Python [32] in the study reported here. The new study demonstrated that the new approach is superior in three important respects: (i) The new approach applies to more fixes. Our previous approach can only be applied to bug fixes that add if statements or function calls. The proportions of such bug fixes were 17%, 24%, 24%, and 13% in Httpd, Python, Openssl and Snmp respectively. By contrast the new approach applied to 87.5%, 71%, 72% and 87% of fixes as shown in Table II. (ii) A lot more bug instances are discovered with the new approach. Our previous approach discovers bug instances by finding violations of an extracted fix pattern, using a heuristic graph matching algorithm due to Chang et al [5]. That algorithm is not certain to find all violations. However, GADDI is certain to find all occurrences of a bug pattern. We applied both approaches to bug fixes in the Openssl project to which both approaches are applicable. The previous approach discovered 16 bug instances altogether, whereas the new approach discovered 85 bug instances. The precision of the new approach was 100%, whereas the precision of the previous approach was 94%. (iii) Computation time is significantly reduced. We used the same bug fixes to compare the total time spent by the two approaches in discovering bug instances. The previous approach took 1347 seconds altogether, whereas the new approach took only 31 seconds. Thus, the new approach was more than 43 times faster! 6) Threats to Validity (i) Human factors involved in building patterns. In the experiments we acted as programmers to build bug and fix patterns. The following human factors might have an impact on the experimental results: a. Knowledge of the bug fixes. Since programmers understand their own code better than we do, the patterns we built might not represent the programmers’ intensions. To address this, we studied each bug fix carefully using the following information: revision logs, discussion in the bug database, documentation, and communications between programmers via mailing lists. b. Familiarity with the tool. We are more familiar with our tool than programmers using it for first time would be. However, since the tool is quite simple to use, we don’t think this had a large impact on the evaluation. (ii) Sensitivity of the approach to patterns. Since our approach relies on an exact graph matching algorithm, it is sensitive to the quality of the patterns. If the pattern is too specific, our approach is likely to miss instances; if it is too general, our approach is likely to report more false positives. In the experiments, we tended to build more general patterns when we weren’t sure of the purposes of bug fixes. As a result, our evaluation might underestimate precision and overestimate recall. (iii) Evaluation on recall and precision. We used the manually constructed BF* to evaluate recall, which might not be the most representative data set. When evaluating



TABLE VI. TEXTBASED SEARCH Precision



Recall



16% 5% 61% 35%



100% 100% 94% 100%



We compared our approach to the following text-based search procedure: (Step 1) a keyword is selected from the bug pattern to be propagated. This is the source code of the most unique vertex from the bug pattern, which is the vertex that has the fewest occurrences in the code base among all the vertices in the bug pattern; (Step 2) a text search for the keyword is performed and the results are examined. 2 The precision of this procedure was estimated using the set of incompletely propagated bug fixes (ip) indicated in Table II. In order to make objective decisions, we determined whether each match was a bug or not by considering only Criterion 1 mentioned in B, 2). Note that this resulted in an overestimate of precision since we did not consider Criterion 2. Recall was estimated using the procedure described in subsection A. The precision and recall results are summarized in Table VI. As can be seen, the precision of the text search procedure was substantially lower than with our approach for all projects but Openssl. One reason for this is that text search involves fewer constraints than graph search. For example, for Bug 39518 of Httpd shown in the Introduction, we used memcpy as the keyword. This returned 441 matches in total. By contrast, the graph representation allowed more constraints to be specified, and it returned only 99 matches. Another reason for the superior precision of our approach is that when a bug pattern is a subgraph of the rule pattern, text search may find rule instances. Normally, the number of rule instances would exceed the number of bug instances if the rule is commonly applied. In such cases, many of the text search matches are rule instances, which leads to low precision. However, in the Openssl project, two such bugfixes were poorly propagated, resulting in more bug instances than rule instances. That is why the precision of text search was better for Openssl than for the other projects. The recall of the text-based search procedure was higher than with our approach. Since text search has fewer constraints than our approach, it should be able to find more instances. The only exception occurred when the keyword was an expression, and the missed bug instance had variables with altered names in the expression. However, the number of returned matches is too large for programmers to examine them all. For example, for the Python project, 5353 matches were returned, while our approach returned only 136 matches (Table IV). Text search is not feasible for fix propagation in such cases. 2



Doing a keyword search might be the first thing programmers try in order to find additional bug instances. They might also do more sophisticated searches, such as using regular expressions, which we did not attempt to simulate.
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precision, we relied on our manual labeling, which might be noisy. To address this, we collected evidence by inspecting code, reading documentation, and studying code history. (iv) Choice of subject projects. The projects that we have chosen to use in this work are quite large and mature, and they are diverse. However, we intend to extend our experiments to more projects, for example, commercial projects and GUI intensive projects, in order to better understand its advantages and disadvantages. V.



[10][20][21] based on program dependences are less affected by minor changes and therefore will identify more actual clones. Komondoor et al’s technique [21] identifies identical code fragments based on the original program dependence graph. Krinke [20] presents a technique based on a very fine-grained dependence graph that is obtained by embedding the abstract syntax tree into the original dependence graph. These two techniques require expensive pair-wise comparisons. Gabel et al [10] reduced the graph similarity problem into a tree similarity problem to make clone detection more scalable. However, their approach is not guaranteed to find exact matches, and it is not guaranteed to find all matches. Compared to the above approach, GADDI is both efficient and complete.



RELATED WORK



Bug detection by mining a code base. Much recent work has applied data mining techniques together with static program analysis to discover potential bugs in a code base. [1][5][6][23][24][26][38]. The most relevant work is Chang et al’s work [5][6], which uses frequent subgraph mining to discover missing conditions and other defects from a system dependence graph. The difference between Chang et al’s approach [5][6] and the one described here is that we start from a real bug fix to build the bug and fix patterns, so we already have good evidence that the bug and fix patterns are valid. Chang et al’s technique relies on statistical evidence to determine whether a pattern is valid, so the pattern can only be discovered if it appears more than a threshold number times in the code base. Our approach, on the other hand, can extract bug and fix patterns even if they appear very rarely. Bug detection by mining a repository. Williams et al implemented a tool to determine whether a security check of a function is missing based on the evidence learned from repository [40][41]. Kim et al [18] implemented BugMem to save bug patterns, which are used to decide whether a newly committed change is buggy or not. Their approach can be applied only to deletions and changes, while ours can also be applied to additions. Moreover, we also address affected code while their approach does not. In later work[30], Pan et al showed that bugs in the repository exhibit recurring patterns, and the previously defined bug patterns covered around half of all the examined bugs. Livshits et al [24] analyzed check-ins to identify methods that are always changed together, and applied a data mining technique to extract rules. Kim and Notkin [19] implemented LSDiff to infer systematic changes as logic rules, which werer used to detect changes that violate the rule. In contrast to their approach, ours tries to discover potential bug instances in the code base, not in newly committed changes. Nguyen et al [28] present evidence that recurring bug fixes may occur in code peers, which are classes or methods with similar functionality, and they implemented a tool FixWizard to recommend fixes in code peers. While our approach does not explicitly consider object-oriented constructs, it is based on comprehensive program dependence analysis, which is language independent and which Nguyen et al’s approach apparently does not employ. Detection of similar code. References [4][17][22] present techniques for finding syntactic code clones using token streams or abstract syntax trees. These techniques are sensitive to minor code changes that do not affect semantics, for example, reordering of unrelated statements. On the other hand, semantic code clone detection techniques



VI.



CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK



We have presented an efficient and effective approach to solving the bug fix propagation problem by finding matches of a query graph representing a bug pattern. An easy-to-use graphical tool PatternBuild is used for specifying bug and fix patterns, and fast subgraph matching based on graph indexing is used to find bug instances in a code base. Empirical evaluation on large open source projects indicated that the subgraph matching algorithm used for detecting potential bugs achieved very high recall, which indicates that this approach is able to propagate bug fixes nearly completely. The GADDI algorithm was shown to be very efficient when used in our approach. The precision of the proposed approach averaged a little more than 50%. Although this is acceptable, better precision is desirable. The main cause of false positives is improper node labeling. In order to help ensure that semantically equivalent nodes are assigned the same label, supervised learning approaches seem to be appropriate. Features can be selected to characterize all the factors that can affect labeling: ASTs, surrounding dependences, text of source code, etc. Another cause of false positives is that some bug and fix patterns are not universally applicable, as shown in Section IV. To solve this problem, we can provide functionality to let programmers define more constraints on the bug and fix patterns, which can be used to prune results. We would also hope to add functionality to support semiautomatic correction of buggy code. This seems to be plausible since we currently highlight code changes according to the graph edit distance algorithm, so we can get an edit script relating the bug pattern and the fix pattern, which might be used to change a potential bug instance into a fix instance. ACKNOWLEDGMENT We are grateful to Gramma Technology, Inc. for providing for their technical support on their CodeSurfer product. We are also grateful to the National Science Foundation for supporting this work with awards CCF0702693 and CCF-0820217. Finally, we would like to thank Xianghao Chen for helping us to set up the tool demo.
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